
The manufactory in Oberuzwil, which specializes in 
planning and implementing interior design projects 
and furniture design, has been relying on bexio busi-
ness software for around a year now. Before using be-
xio, the team worked with a software solution that was 
only installed and available locally on one device. Mi-
chael Eugster remembers that the team was always so 
dependent on this computer being free and available. 
Constantly arranging taking turns was inefficient and 
time-consuming. In addition to this inflexibility, the li-
cense for this software was comparatively expensive.  
 
einfall7 and bexio
 
It therefore quickly became clear that the next step was 
switching to bexio and thus to a web-based software. 
Together with their own growth and the increasing ad-
ministrative tasks as well as the increasing complexity, 

the decision was made to use bexio. By using this soft-
ware they were able to professionalize their quotes 
and accounting processes. The fact that the software 
is web-based and the data is stored in certified Swiss 
computer centers was a clear advantage. Complicated 
cooperation on only one local computer thus became 
a thing of the past. In addition, bexio offers the possi-
bility of writing quotes and invoices quickly and easily. 
As einfall7 continued to grow, this also became an im-
portant criterion for their business software. «The use 
of bexio enables us to professionalize our quotation 
and accounting system. The choice of bexio was not a 
difficult one for us», says Michael Eugster.

The business

«bexio is the simple solution for writing quotes 
and invoices and to have an overview of the 

business figures at any time.»  
Michael Eugster from einfall7 GmbH.
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With bexio, the team at einfall7 can be as flexible as 
it wants to be. Annoying work on only one compu-
ter on which software is installed locally is no longer 
necessary when working with bexio. In addition, the 
company always keeps an eye on its company figu-
res and, thanks to its connection to e-banking, no lon-
ger misses any unpaid invoices. «Since we have been 
working with bexio, we have definitely become much 
more efficient,» confirms Michael Eugster. «We were 
able to greatly simplify our processes!»

Our conclusion on bexio business softwareWhat is special about bexio for einfall7?

Web-based software: easy to work anywhere, 
anytime, and on any device

Simplicity: bexio massively simplifies  
the processes of einfall7

Integrated offer management

Project overview
 
Overview of business figures

Intuitive interface: simple operation 

Attractive price model

«The bexio software offers an SME a platform for pro-
fessional, fast and agile work. And at a very attractive 
price,» says Michael Eugster.
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